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An
Artless Theatre Company
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National mission partner of

Artless Theatre Company create engaging, challenging
and entertaining performances that go beyond

expectations of theatre to present fresh perspectives
on Christianity. 

Based in Greater London, Artless have performed across the 
UK, delivering performances and workshops for churches, 

schools and community groups. 

Artless has a growing portfolio of creative and memorable
productions including ‘News’, ‘Centurion’, ‘Crossing the Bar’,

‘We Need to Talk About Santa’ and ‘To War With God’.

From intimate workshops to youth festivals to a sketch
for the Queen featured on BBC’s Songs of Praise, 
Artless have an exceptional ability to adapt their

creativity to engage their audience. 

Artless Theatre Company

‘Centurion’ ‘We Need to Talk About Santa’ ‘News’



TO
WAR
WITH
GOD

Based on the true story
by Peter Fiennes

“Very profound,
well-written production”

“Immersive, moving
and thought-provoking”

“They managed to use
video and illustrations and
music to great effect and

I absolutely loved it”

bookings@artless.org.uk
CALL: 07837 791128

towarwithgod.com

A faith restored.A faith shattered. 

Churches and Community Groups Secondary Schools Programme

Where? A venue of your choice anywhere in the UK 

Who for? People with and without faith,

a suggested minimum age of 11.

Cost? £500 (Plus travel expenses for bookings outside the M25).

Includes electronic promotional materials to help you publicise the event. 

You will keep any income if you choose to ticket the event

The performance lasts for 2 hours
(including interval)

Cost? £500 (+ negotiated travel costs)

Subject? Mental Health, suffering, faith

Suitability? Key stage 3 and 4

Duration? 40 minute performance

+ 20 minute workshop which can be

repeated throughout the school day.

In the horror of the trenches a young chaplain stands with
his men, tending their bruised and battered faith. Yet his own
faith was long since lost; buried amongst the mud, blood
and mortar shells.

Based on the true story by Peter Fiennes, ‘To War With God’
is a feature length stage production that follows the life of
Monty Guilford. From the carnage of his first days at
The Somme to his return to a grieving nation.

Could his faith ever be the same again? 
Would his wounds ever heal?

Artless’ latest production grapples with some of the biggest
questions of faith and suffering. Churches and community
groups can use the performance to host a memorable
and engaging event suitable for a wide audience,
regardless of faith. 

As we pass the centenary of the end of WW1,
the schools programme offers a timely reflection

of the sacrifice and suffering of the past.
The questions of suffering that confronted millions
of soldiers over a hundred years ago remain just as

relevant today as we continue to be confronted with
conflict and pain. 

  
The ‘To War With God’ schools programme
encourages students to tackle the timeless

issues war evokes, while learning more
about drama and history.

The programme includes a shorter production
and workshop, tailored to the needs of your

school and its curriculum.

The workshops are an accessible and sensitive
opportunity for students to engage with their own
questions of suffering. The programme creates a
safe space to question, challenge and learn from

a critically important time in modern history.
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